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Abstract 

Sentiment Analysis is a process of identifying the opinion of user text of expresses positive, negative or neutral. People now a days 

use social media to express their opinion on various topics. Twitter is the largest site where people can tweets about their feelings, 

opinions, and their fears everything. It takes 1 million of data in twitter in any topics on every day. For better movie 

recommendation we use here tweets in released movies. For movies some has positive tweets but the ratings is 60%-70% and some 

have negative tweets but the ratings is about 90%.  This paper is depict the better movies according to their reviews and the ratings 

which are both better. We are going to use big data for analysis and for the better movie recommendation.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The word "big data" tend to relate to the use of sentiment analytics, user characteristics analytics, or certain other advanced data 

analytics methods that extract value from data, and work with a particular size of data set. In big data we are using sentiment 

analysis here .Human sentiment is complicated and important for sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis is a series of process, 

techniques, and tools about detecting and extracting subjective information, such as opinion and attitudes, from language. 

Sentiment Analysis assist to find words that implies people happy, sad and mixed sentiment from the words. Movies reviews can 

be available in many websites but in the twitter we can get more movies tweet for our analysis. 

Twitter is one the huge origin for the sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis of tweets has earned popularity over the years. As 

a consequence of opinion mining, we can easily distinguish poor contents from high quality contents. It is possible that by using 

modern technologies we can even know if a movie gained how much positive opinion and how much bad which helps viewers to 

make their decision. In this paper reviews are used from the twitter and also the IBM for the ratings. In this paper we are going to 

show that both movies reviews and ratings are good they are recommended. This paper depicts the positive polarity percentage as 

well as the negative polarity percentage along with the average ratings for the movies. 

II. BIG DATA 

Big data contains a large scale of datasets which is setup to serve specific goals and opinions. It also can deal with the structured, 

unstructured and semi structured data. It is a huge amount of data which is provided by various social media like news, news 

channel, TV, Facebook, and Twitter. Business world people want to analyse customer review as well as their sentiment towards 

the product that needed huge amount of data. If we have information or history of previous data than it's very easy for the next new 

changes for the industries or business.  

Big data is specified in three  

 Characteristics: 

1) Volume 

2) Velocity 

3) Variety 

 Volume: 

Volume designated is wide range of data. 

The data is developed over  

gigabytes, terabytes, and petabytes.  

Like some example we can find the Facebook, Twitter etc. several of likes, comments, tweets are enlisted by user per day. 

 Velocity: 

Velocity is the measure to check that how fast the data is coming in. The social networking sites like Facebook has a tsunami of 

data like comments, pictures, videos etc. these data came in huge amount every day. Like Facebook twitter data is called “firehose” 

because so much data came as a view of tweets. Packet analysis of cyber security is the example of velocity. 
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 Varity: 

Business world data storage is not that various but in social media it seems various unstructured of data. For social media some of 

the data are available as unstructured like videos, pictures, tweets, email messages. Some data are structured like SQL data. And 

some are semi-structured data like xml, json documents are semi-structured. 

III. RELATED WORK 

Earlier in sentiment analysis some work have reviews with different classifier and define the random forest algorithm is the best 

classifier to use. Then some work shows that Gini Index classifier is much better to find the error of review datasets then the 

Support Vector Machine. Some work shows the audience engagement to predict the ratings of the movies. They take 50 hours over 

the 237 subjects of the audience engagement. They took lots of footage and the movement of audience to show their involvement 

towards movies and to predict the ratings. Some use Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to predict the box office collection 

of the movies. The work depicts sentiment analysis of text base. Some work shows sentiment analysis of E-Commerce site. It 

shows the widely used of E-Commerce site and its customer review towards the products. Some shows sentiment analysis of 

Chinese movie reviews. They show the text-blog content for the analysis. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

This steps give the idea of the work which is done for the sentiment analysis and the ratings and finally give the output for the 

better movie recommendation. 

 Getting Datasets 

The input data is the review tweets or data which get from the twitter and for the average ratings we get ratings data from the 

IMDB sites. Twitter data is so vast so for the 33 movies we take 200 tweets for the reviews. Twitter data needs some pre-processing 

to use the data sets. 

 Pre-processing 

 
Fig. 1: Pre-processing 

Tokenization: The text content some block of characters called tokens. The document are separated as token for next step of 

analysis. 

Remove Stop Words: Search web tool or natural language that removes stop words which are not carry any expression like: ”a”, 

”an”, ”any”, ”of”, ”the”, ”these”. 

Part Of Speech Tags: Splitting the word into the documents and make it the meaningful sentence for the datasets. Like: 

“I enjoyed the movie” 

Here it makes meaningful sentence. 

Ratings Collection: Collect the ratings from the IMDB website to use higher technique and collect per movie average ratings. Then 

append the ratings with the datasets. 
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Fig. 2: Data Flow Diagram 

 

 

 Characteristic Abstraction: 

In the process of characteristic extraction, features are extracted from every sentence. For finding the polarity of text document, it 

is imperative to comprehend the sentiment score with its usage as well as their relationship with all the nearby words. 

Positive words for Sentiment: Know the positive words which indicates the sentence is quite positive and they are: Nice, Awesome, 

Marvellous etc. 

Negative words for Sentiment: 

Like positive words there are negative words to be define like: Worst, Awful, Bad etc. 

 Classification: 

Classify the sentence into two categories subjective and objective. For example: 

“This movie is really awesome”. 

Here “This movie” is subject and “is really awesome” is object.  

For Classification we use Naïve Bayes classifier to classify positive and negative classification. If we take this example for the 

classify it is positive. The sentence has positive word like “awesome” and also the sentence return 1 value to classify so this is 

positive sentiment. 

 Polarity: 

To find out the positive and negative polarity we use textblob and Naïve Bayes classifier. Textblob is a libraries which can help to 

split the movie reviews and help to get the positive tweets and negative tweets polarity. 

 Algorithm for Positive and Negative Polarity of tweets 

Postweets=[tweet for tweet in tweets if tweet 

if tweet['sentiment'] == 'positive'] then format(100*len(postweets)/len(tweets) 

tweet for tweet in tweets if tweet 

negtweets=[if tweet['sentiment'] == ‘negative’]then format(100*len(negtweets)/len(tweets) 
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 Hive table: 

Create hive table to put the data all together data. 

Create hive table we can put the data in it: 

Create Table Movies ( 

        id int, 

        title varchar (100), 

       positivetweets float, 

      negtweets float, 

      IMDBratings float 

) 

 Comparison: 

Compare the tweets of positive percentage with the IMDB ratings. This compares the positive tweets percentage and according to 

the movie review and shows the ratings for the same movies. 

 
Fig. 3: Movies positive and negative percentage with IMDB ratings. 

 

According to this figure “Black Panther” get 7.8 ratings but it positive tweets percentage is 21.42% and the negative is 71.42%. 

On the other hand “Isle of Dogs” got 8.2% and its positive tweets is 54.7% and negative is 5.58%. 

We can show the histogram to show their differences. 

 
Fig. 4: Histogram for comparison 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the main motive is to discuss the movies are recommended while both reviews positive and ratings are high. “The 

Greatest Showman” movie get IMDB ratings is 7.8 and the reviews is like “This movie is great” so the value of this reviews is 1 
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that is positive and the values of positive ratings is 96%. So it is a recommended movie. But the movie “Black Panther” is not 

recommended because of its negative tweets is high rather than negative tweets. 
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